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Why This Project Matters

- Ambleside is one of the main attractions of 
West Vancouver

- As North Shore residents, we feel that 
Ambleside is underutilized and could be 
more enjoyable for other young people 

- As young people, we find ourselves 
heading to other places because there is 
seemingly a lack of interesting choices in 
West Vancouver 



Our Proposed Solutions



Improve Basketball Courts

- Repaint lines: three point, free throw

- Fix backboard: replace with plastic or 

glass, proper rectangle

- Improve lighting: cut trees, consistently 

lit for usage at night

- Improve quality of hoops and court: 

even rims and court, proper height

Objective 6.3:  Improve outdoor recreational opportunities for 

residents and visitors of all ages and abilities.



Crystal Pool Park Courts, 

Victoria, BC

Ambleside Park, 

West Vancouver



Making Ambleside a More 
Interesting Destination 
for Young People



- Organize summer events, such 
as night markets with pop-up 
restaurants, artisan vendors, 
beer gardens, and musical 
entertainment

- Make Ambleside a destination 
for young people by giving it a 
fun vibe and a trendy 
atmosphere

- It will also be an opportunity 
for local businesses to 
participate and gain exposure

Objective 2.1 (2.1.1, 2.2.1), 2.5 (2.5.2) and OCP Principle 8



Improve Local Infrastructure 
for Public Gatherings 

- Improve current public gathering areas with 
creativity and innovation, repair the 
infrastructure 

- Existing alcohol-allowed zones and the 

Ambleside Waterfront Plan are promising 

foundations

- Benches, picnic tables, barbecue areas, 

gazebos, fire pits 

Objective 2.5 (2.5.2) and OCP Principle 2, 11



Summary

Recommendations Plan of Action

Upgrade Basketball Courts - Improve quality of hoops and court
- Better lighting 
- Repaint three-point and free throw lines

Make Ambleside a More Interesting Destination for 
Young People

- Organize events
- Make it a fun destination 
- Encourage local businesses to participate

Improve Local Infrastructure for Public Gatherings - Install modern and lively infrastructure for 
seating and socialization



Building A Better Ambleside 

Ian Vanagas

ianvanagas@gmail.com

Nathan Chua

nathan.korwin@gmail.com

Alp Cetinakinci

alpacino1322@gmail.com

We would be happy to be of assistance


